Buy a Regular TAP card + Load a 1-Way Trip with a Token

Step 1

Step 2

Buy a TAP card
• $2 each
• Reusable
• One card per rider

Step 3

Step 4

Select “E” to save time when purchasing a 1-Way Trip.
Note:
Tokens can only be used to pay for Metro 1-Way Trips. Cash or credit/debit card must be used to purchase TAP cards and other fare products.

To purchase a Regular TAP card + 1-Way Trip with a token, first insert $2 in cash and then insert one token.
Buy a Regular TAP card + Load a 1-Way Trip with a Token (continued)

Step 7

Transaction in progress. Thank you for waiting.

Step 8

Thank you. Card has been issued.

Step 9

Thank you. TAP card before every boarding.